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After the Snow by S D Crocke (Interest age: 14+ Reading age: 14+) 
 
‘Fifteen-year-old Willo has been left alone in the freezing and snow covered 
hills that have been his home for years. Willo doesn’t know where his father 
and the rest of his family have gone, but donning the skull of a dog, whose 
spirit guides him, he resolves to try and find them. Willo’s journey takes him 
into the dangerous world of the city, where people live in fear and poverty. 
Soon Willo discovers some unnerving information about his father and as his 
fight for survival grows increasingly urgent, the boy must draw on reserves of 
strength he never knew he had.’ 

 

Thief by Malorie Blackan (Young Adult fiction)  

‘You're the new girl in school. You're just trying to fit in - and it's not working. 
Then someone accuses you of theft, and you think things can't get any worse. 
Until you get caught in a freak storm . . . 

The next thing you know, you're in the future. Being shot at for being out after 
curfew. You don't even recognise your hometown. And you're heading for a 
confrontation from your worst nightmare. 

What if you could change the past to save the future?’ 

 

Minus Me by Ingelin Rossland (Interest age: 13+ Reading age: 13+) 

‘Linda first sees the pale, dark-haired boy with hypnotic eyes on the tram, then 
again at the swimming pool. As she steps off the highest diving board into thin 
air, her heart - literally - stops. She's resuscitated but diagnosed with an 
incurable heart condition. 

Forced to contemplate a future without herself in it - minus me - Linda attacks 
her wish-list for her 13th year; kissing boys, parties, danger, travelling 
unaccompanied. But the boy, Zak, keeps turning up, even when she runs away, 
accompanied by danger and strange coincidences. Who, or what, is he: an 
angel, or something else?’ 

 

You’re Not Here by Tariq Mehmood (Interest age: 13+ Reading age: 12+) 

‘17-year-old Jake Marlesden's soldier brother has been killed while out in 
action in Afghanistan, and Jake is in love with Leila Khan, an Afghan girl. In 
Jake's English home town, tensions are rising between those who oppose the 
war in Afghanistan, and those who consider Muslims as traitors. 

Jake's journey to try and find out what has actually happened to his brother 
sees neighbours turning against neighbours and the lovers turning against each 
other. Can Jake ever get to the bottom of the very strange events happening 
around him, and bring the divided community together again?’ 
17-year-old Jake 

 



 

Shakespeare by Bill Bryson  

‘Examining centuries of myths, half-truths and downright lies, Bill Bryson 
makes sense of the man behind the masterpieces. As he leads us through the 
crowded streets of Elizabethan England, he brings to life the places and 
characters that inspired Shakespeare’s work. Along the way he delights in the 
inventiveness of Shakespeare’s language, which has given us so many of the 
indispensable words and phrases we use today, and celebrates the Bard’s 
legacy to our literature, culture and history.’ 

 

Encounters by Jason Wallace (Shortlisted for the Uk Literacy Association 2018) 

‘An utterly absorbing novel based on the real-life phenomenon of a group of 
Zimbabwean schoolchildren claiming to have experienced an extra-terrestrial 
encounter.  
With over fifty children asserting that they saw the same spaceship, and the 
same evil-eyed aliens, American psychiatrists have come to investigate. It 
could be a form of mass hysteria, but why are all the accounts and depictions 
so completely identical? How could so many kids tell the exact same lie for so 
long, and why would they lie? ‘ 

    Classic Literature  Empire of the Sun by JG Ballard  

The classic, heartrending story of a British boy’s four year ordeal in a Japanese 
prison camp during the Second World War.  

‘Based on J. G. Ballard’s own childhood, this is the extraordinary account of a 
boy’s life in Japanese-occupied wartime Shanghai – a mesmerising, 
hypnotically compelling novel of war, of starvation and survival, of internment 
camps and death marches. It blends searing honesty with an almost 
hallucinatory vision of a world thrown utterly out of joint.’ 

 

   Children’s classic Are you there God? It’s me Margret. By Judy Bloom  

‘Life isn't easy for Margaret. She's moved away from her childhood home, 
she's starting a new school, finding new friends – and she's convinced she's not 
normal. For a start she hasn't got a clue whether she wants to be Jewish like 
her father or Christian like her mother. Everyone else seems really sure of who 
they are. And, worst of all, she's a 'late developer'. She just knows that all her 
friends are going to need a bra before she does. It's too embarrassing to talk to 
her parents about these things. So she talks to God instead – and waits for an 
answer . . .’ 

 


